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Magnetic base panel specification

Installation

- 0.8mm high strength magnetic rubber
- Mounted to rigid sheet or with self-adhesive
back depending on wall surface
- Available with coloured or printed self-		
adhesive vinyl face film
- For large walls, the magnetic base panel is
built up in sections, with the largest section
size of 3x1m

Magnetic base panel installation is subject to a
Leach site survey which will determine the best
fixing method for the wall type and surface.

Ferrous backed fascia graphic specification
-

220 micron matt white PVC
Face printed with UV digital inkjet
Rear coated with proprietary ferrous layer
Maximum drop size: 1275mm wide x 5m high
For large walls, fascia graphics are produced
in multiple sections with 20mm overlap on
right hand edge

Non-Rectangular applications

It is normal for Leach installers to fit the
magnetic base panel along with the initial
set of graphic fascias.
Fascia graphic installation can be easily
achieved by store staff, as follows:
1. Take the left hand section from the tube
(Section 1 on the label on the reverse) and
roll it up the left hand edge of the magnetic
base panel. Ensure that the fascia graphic
maintains its alignment with the vertical 		
edge of the magnetic base. If this alignment
is not achieved, remove the fascia graphic,
re-roll it and re-apply.

Stik works well when it fills large walls.
But very often door frames, window frames,
built-in furniture, or even light switches and
control panels, make some walls a more
complex shape to cover than a rectangle.

2. For walls above around 2.2m, it may not be
possible to roll the fascia graphic all the way
to the top from ground level. In this case,
use the Stik stick provided to push the 		
graphic to the top of the base (as shown
in photograph).

Stik handles these situations with ease, as
every drop is computer cut to precise survey
dimensions, and cut paths are automatically
stored on our system to ensure repeat graphics
fit perfectly.

3. Take the Section 2 fascia and overlap its
bottom edge with Section 1 so that the 		
image aligns correctly. Roll the graphic
upwards ensuring it maintains its alignment
with the section to its left.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the graphic 		
installation is complete.

10m x 2.5m Stik wall in 10 drops

